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Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery, Second Edition, expands on the classic text and
reference written by Eric Franklin, an internationally renowned teacher, dancer, and
choreographer who has been sharing his imagery techniques for 25 years.In this new edition,
Franklin shows you how to use imagery, touch, and movement exercises to improve your
coordination and alignment. These exercises will also help you relieve tension, enhance the
health of your spine and back, and prevent back injury.This expanded new edition includes•
more than 600 imagery exercises along with nearly 500 illustrations to help you visualize the
exercises and use them in various contexts;• audio files for dynamic imagery exercises set to
music and posted online to the book’s product page; and• updated chapters throughout the
book, including new material on integrated dynamic alignment exercises and dynamic alignment
and imagery.This book will help you discover your natural flexibility and quickly increase your
power to move. You’ll learn elements of body design. You’ll explore how to use imagery to
improve your confidence, and you’ll discover imagery conditioning programs that will lead you
toward better alignment, safer movement, increased fitness, and greater joy. Further, you’ll
examine how to apply this understanding to your discipline or training to improve your
performance.Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery, Second Edition, will help you experience the
biomechanical and anatomical principles that are crucial to dancers, other performing artists,
yoga and Pilates teachers and practitioners, and athletes. The techniques and exercises
presented in the book will guide you in improving your posture—and they will positively affect
your thoughts and attitude about yourself and others and help you feel and move better both
mentally and physically.

“The Franklin Method training as outlined in this book is the most intelligent approach to learning
about the workings of the body that I have ever attended. It is not just information but the
experience of our design as we learn that is transforming.”Tom McCook-- Fitness Instructor,
Founder and Director, Center of Balance"In Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery, Eric Franklin
offers an easy-to-read, practical, and educational resource, which I wholly recommend."Dr.
Emma Redding-- Head of Dance Science, Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance,
President, International Association for Dance Medicine & Science"Dynamic Alignment Through
Imagery is a must-have resource. Eric Franklin creates a truly powerful tool for improving
movement and function."Marie-Jose Blom-- PMA Gold-Certified Master Pilates Teacher,
Founder and Owner, Long Beach Dance Conditioning, Founder and Owner, Angel City Body
Kinetics, Founder and Partner, SmartSpine Works“The Franklin Method has had a profound
influence on my personal and professional life. Eric Franklin’s evolution of imagery and its
application contain the knowledge and power to create a quantum leap in our understanding of



human movement and our own potential.“Jan Dunn M.S.-- Past President, International
Association for Dance Medicine & Science--This text refers to the kindle_edition_av
edition.Review“The Franklin Method training as outlined in this book is the most intelligent
approach to learning about the workings of the body that I have ever attended. It is not just
information but the experience of our design as we learn that is transforming.”Tom McCook--
Fitness Instructor, Founder and Director, Center of Balance"In Dynamic Alignment Through
Imagery, Eric Franklin offers an easy-to-read, practical, and educational resource, which I wholly
recommend."Dr. Emma Redding-- Head of Dance Science, Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music
and Dance, President, International Association for Dance Medicine & Science"Dynamic
Alignment Through Imagery is a must-have resource. Eric Franklin creates a truly powerful tool
for improving movement and function."Marie-Jose Blom-- PMA Gold-Certified Master Pilates
Teacher, Founder and Owner, Long Beach Dance Conditioning, Founder and Owner, Angel City
Body Kinetics, Founder and Partner, SmartSpine Works“The Franklin Method has had a
profound influence on my personal and professional life. Eric Franklin’s evolution of imagery and
its application contain the knowledge and power to create a quantum leap in our understanding
of human movement and our own potential.“Jan Dunn M.S.-- Past President, International
Association for Dance Medicine & Science--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorEric Franklin is director and founder of the Franklin Institute in Uster, Switzerland. He has
more than 35 years' experience as a dancer and choreographer, and he has shared imagery
techniques in his teaching since 1986.Franklin has taught extensively throughout the United
States and Europe at the Julliard School in New York, the Royal Ballet School in London, the
Danish Ballet in Copenhagen, the Dance Academy of Rome, and the Institute for Psychomotor
Therapy in Zurich; he was also a guest lecturer at the University of Vienna. He has provided
training to Olympic and world-champion athletes and professional dance troupes such as Cirque
du Soleil and the Forum de Dance in Monte Carlo. Franklin earned a BFA from New York
University's Tisch School of the Arts and a BS from the University of Zurich. He has been on the
faculty of the American Dance Festival since 1991.Franklin is coauthor of the bestselling book
Breakdance, which received a New York City Public Library Prize in 1984, and author of 100
Ideen für Beweglichkeit and Dance Imagery for Technique and Performance (both books about
imagery in dance and movement). He is a member of the International Association of Dance
Medicine and Science.Franklin lives near Zurich, Switzerland.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.Read more
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Ebook Topsz Reader, “Move differently by thinking differently. Strengthen healthy Mind-Body
connections!. This book has been tremendously helpful as I am rehabbing from sciatica. What's
great about it is I am working muscle sets that are very weak and there are new aches and pains
that accompany each stage of working through that. I've been doing the body posture and re-
alignment exercises from this book and it helps relax the areas that PT exercises have "re-
awakened" painfully. I am also getting more benefit from the PT exercises themselves because
the anatomy lessons inside this book help me imagine the movements in language that might be
more helpful to you than what your PT, doctor etc use. My last doctor visit, the staff noticed that I
am moving much more freely and seem much more relaxed now. I told them about the book and
the osteopath said he's going to check it out. I'm also memorizing some of the breathing
language and relaxation exercises for students I work with. Even if it doesn't help them, I know it
will help me help them.* update: I have rehabbed from the sciatica and have only had one time
that started that little pinpoint area that indicated trouble, after blizzard snow shoveling. I made
sure I went into the vagus nerve reset position for 45 min each day and took it easy physically for
a few days & no problems. I do the daily exercises recommended for sciatica and I look forward
to it each day after work. In the meantime, I've been working on expanding the repetoire of
movement/alignment exercises. Examples: climbing stairs by seeing hip/knees as rocker arms
on oil derrick and as I reach w/ my arms overhead, leading w/ my pinkie finger instead of index-
thumb. I'm moving w/ more ease, have more energy at the end of the day (many w/ over 16,000
steps) and people keep asking me if I've lost weight. I put that down to the realignment that is
happening through the posture correction that happens moving mindfully. I also go on You-tube
and type in the names of the exercises and many are right there. Give the book a try, it stands up
to the test.”

Kate Chopin, “ENJOY your body through Eric Franklin's imagery.. I'm a lay person with no
exercise training, who's been in physical therapy for a couple years. I'm very hypermobile and
Eric Franklin's products have been amazing for me. This book's size is overwhelming, but as I've
started reading about ribs, breathing, and the nervous system, I've felt like my physical therapy is
making more sense. It's easy to work on one area that's stuck or giving you pain, and this book
emphasizes holistic, whole body happy movement. I love that he covers so many muscles and
parts of the body and then summarizes how the whole body works together, so you can "get
more" out of your workouts & understanding of posture.I cannot recommend Eric Franklin
products enough, because they're phenomenal.”

howgal, “Amazing body information. Many years ago I got my BFA in Modern Dance. If only we
had this as our book for the year long class in kinesiology! There is such depth of understanding
of how we move and how to connect the mind and the body to go WAY beyond what you thought



was possible. I wonder if this had been my introduction to kinesiology way back when - perhaps
I would still be dancing today. I find it invaluable to teaching Pilates and Yoga today.When you
get it, you have to sit with some paragraphs and let it sink in. Then read it many more times to
see how it is interwoven. No superfulous words, no junk thrown in. It all is purposeful.
Beautifully done.”

Michele Girdany, “Great Book. This book is full of great information. The Franklin method of
breathing has been a game changer for us. Great resourve book for dancers and athletes alike.”

kylo11, “Loving it!. This book was recommended to me by my PBT trainer and so far I am loving
the information inside! It is a very big book so not a fast read! Lots of details on how to use
imagery for dancers!”

Carol, “Interesting. Still reading this book but very interesting at this point and has helped with
my dance practice and alignment”

Karizma, “Pulling it all together.... Lots of detail in this large volume. Looking forward to delving
into all it has to offer. The intent of this purchase is to grasp a deeper understanding of body
connections and imagery in Pilates. On first glance I was impressed with what I found within the
pages.”

Ekat, “and though this is pretty technical stuff. I'm a visual person, and though this is pretty
technical stuff, it is helping me to "speak with" my own body and help re-align myself. I really
appreciate his information, but would like even more pictures!”

J B, “Visualise a better body. This is one of the books Eric Franklin wrote on the subject of
visualising more effective ways of holding and moving the body, to feel and look younger and
overcome some of the disorders caused by moving the body wrongly over the years.. There is
much information online, but as the courses are horrendously expensive, I am grateful for his
books. If you are used to visualisation for healing it comes natural to think in this way, e.g.
imagine a tower of bubbles inside your legs. The instructions for each exercise are clearly
written and illustrated with pencil drawings.It may not be right for someone without visual
imagination. A friend was baffled when I tried to improve his walking by suggesting he sucked
up an invisible milk shake through a straw under his foot. I had to change it to the literal
instruction of' squeeze the centre of your foot upwards'. But for those who are imaginative and
want new ways to help their bodies become healthier and more graceful, this is an outstanding
system devised by Eric Franklin.”

SCATABUSH, “This is a brilliant book, but I purchased it not because I'm .... This is a brilliant
book, but I purchased it not because I'm a dancer of movement professional. I play the drums,



and found it interesting to understand how the body really works in regards to movement, and
approaches to improve movement. Eric provides a very detailed outline of methods of imagery,
which are aid movement. He also provides a fantastic section on anatomy which would rival
medical text books. His writing is insightful, clever, and presented with well thought out
illustrations, and exercises to improve movement. I've recently given up working in an office, and
pursuing my life long passion to play drums professionally, and this book has certainly help me
in regards to; posture, relaxation of muscle groups, understanding of particular movements, and
general well being. An interesting, but unintended benefit which also occurred was that mood
improved dramatically (I suffer with depression), and as a result of improving my posture, and
sitting upright, and using the imagery, I've found I'm alot happier these day.”

Jacob Hajjar, “Excellent and comprehensive. I bought this after a workshop with Eric and this
book is really invaluable. I teach spoken voice and singing to dancers and the multitude of
images offered in this book really helps cater to students of all different imagination levels. Some
images are really "out-there" (which some students love) and others are much more practical,
which works for students suspicious of using imagery. Really valuable for anyone working with
the body.”

tracey, “Fabulous book. Fabulous book if your a movement teacher and want to apply imagery/
visualisation.  Superbly written, so worth the money.”

Wild at heart, “Amazing book. A great book, packed full of useful information, a must for anyone
who teachers movement of any kind, to inspirer yourself and your clients. Well worth the money.”

The book by Eric Franklin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 172 people have provided feedback.
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